Let G be a nondiscrete LCA group, and A(G) the Fourier algebra of G. It is shown that if £ is a closed subset of G such that (¡i * v)(E) # 0 for some ¡i and v E MC(G), then £ is a set of analyticity and contains a set of nonsynthesis for A(G). Salinger and Varopoulos [5] give a condition for a closed subset of a metrizable LCA group to be a set of analyticity. In this note we shall prove that every set satisfying their condition contains a set of nonsynthesis. Proof. By induction on ai > 1, we construct a collection {AnJ: 1 < / < 2"} of disjoint compact subsets of X and also a collection {Bnk: 1 < k < 2"} of disjoint compact subsets of Y. When they are defined, we write as follows:
Salinger and Varopoulos [5] give a condition for a closed subset of a metrizable LCA group to be a set of analyticity. In this note we shall prove that every set satisfying their condition contains a set of nonsynthesis. This will be done by first improving one of their results in [5] and then applying a theorem of Varopoulos [6] . We shall also give improvements of the main results of Rago [3] and Graham [1] .
Let G be a nondiscrete LCA group, and AiG) = (Ll( Theorem 1 (cf. [5] ). // E is a closed subset of G such that ( p * v)iE) > Ofor some p and v E Mc+iG), then E is a set of analyticity and contains a set of nonsynthesis.
To prove this, we need the following improvement of Proposition 1 of [5] . Our proof is notationally complicated, but is an easy consequence of repeated applications of the Fubini theorem. Proof. By induction on ai > 1, we construct a collection {AnJ: 1 < / < 2"} of disjoint compact subsets of X and also a collection {Bnk: 1 < k < 2"} of disjoint compact subsets of Y. When they are defined, we write as follows:
and similarly for 77(«) c Yr<-"\ vnk E MiBnk), vn G Miß in)). We demand that they satisfy Then we have^(
which is positive by (a)B. Therefore the integral of the function
over the set A in)3 with respect to the measure <in X juB X ¡uB is also positive by (2) . It follows that there exists a point x" = (xBl, x"2, . . . , xBf(B)) G Ain) such that (4)
Now we define
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Then, by (1) and (3), (4) can be written as
Since ji is a continuous measure, the set of all (x, x') E A in)2 such that Xj = x'j for some 1 < / < a-(ai) has zero (¡u" X /xj-measure, and a similar assertion holds for B in)2 and v'n X v'n. It follows from (5) that there exist disjoint compact subsets A^n+x^2J_X) and A,n+X)2j of AnJ (1 < j < r(A¡)), and also disjoint compact subsets 5(n+1)(2A:_1) and 5(n+1)2lt of 5^ (1 < k < r(n)) for which (a)" + 1 holds. (Notice that the integral in (5) with Ain)1 and B in)2 replaced by WpxA(n+mj_X)) X iWpxA(n+X)2j) and iW¿"JxB(n+X)(2k_X)) X Ç¥kn2xB(n + X)ik), respectively, is the same as the integral in (a)n+1.) This completes the induction. Now we have by construction:
(e) B("+i)(2*-i) U S("+i)2*C £n, (1 < /t < 2").
We then claim that there exist compact perfect sets K c X and L c B such that K X L c E, where fi = D "=i(U ffA*)-To confirm this, let a" be the probability measure that assigns mass 2~" to each x (1 < / < 2"), and let a be an arbitrary weak* cluster point of (oj in M (A"). Then, by (b) and (d), a is a continuous probability measure, since the compact sets Anj (1 < j < 2") are pairwise disjoint. Moreover, we have (supp a) X 5 c E, since {*",}"; X B c F by (c) and since E is compact. Similarly we can construct a continuous probability measure t on B. Consequently it suffices to define K = supp a and L = supp t, which completes the proof. The proof of Theorem 1 is now easy. Let E, p, and v be as in Theorem 1. Then we have (p X v)(E) = (p * v)(E) > 0, where E = {(x,y) E G2: x + y E E}. It follows from Proposition 1 that there exist compact perfect sets K and L in G such that K X L c E, or equivalently, such that K + L c E.
Therefore F is a set of analyticity by Theorem 9.3.5 of [6] , and contains a set of nonsynthesis by Theorem 9.2.3 of [6] . , and e > 0, there exists a continuous character y of G such that |/ -y| < e on K and \g -y\ < e on L.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 1 and an easy modification of the well-known method of constructing perfect Kronecker (or Kp) sets (see [4, 
5.2.4])
. We omit the details. Now, let us say that a subset F of G is algebraically scattered if to each nonzero element^ of GpiE) there exists a countable subset X of G such that y G GpiE n Xe). Notice that if E is such a set, then so is the set {nx: n E Z, x G E), where Z denotes the set of all integers. We define nE = {0} for n = 0, and nE = in -1)£ + E for n > 1. The following is an improvement of a result of Rago [3] (see also [2] ). Theorem 2. Suppose that E is a o-compact subset of G which is algebraically scattered, and that ¡Lj E Mc+(G) for 1 < j < n + 1. Then we have (i) (px* ■ ■ ■ *iL")[(nE +x)n(nE + y)]=0 (x * y),
(ii) (Mi**-* P-n * V-n+i)inE + y) = 0 (>>Gt7).
Proof. If (i) holds, then there exist at most countably many x G G such that fix) j= 0, where fix) = (¡u, * • • • * n")inE + x). Therefore the integration of/(>> -x) with respect to d\in+xix) yields (ii) since jLtB+1 G MC(C7). In other words, (i) implies (ii).
Defining \ix * ■ • ■ * ¡in = the unit point measure at 0 G G when n = 0, we note that the result is trivial for n = 0. So assume that « is a natural number, and that the result holds if n is replaced by n -1. Given ¡x,,..., iiB E Mc+iG), let fi be their convolution. To confirm (i), we may assume that x = 0 7e y (if necessary, translate ¡xx by x), and that nE n inE + y) =£ 0. Then notice that^ is in nE -nE c Gp(E). Since E is algebraically scattered, there exists a countable set X in G such that>> G Gp(E n Xe). Then we have [n(E n Xe)] n [n(E n a;c) + y] = 0, so that nF n («F + j») is contained in the union of (n -\)E + X and (n -\)E + X + y. Since X is countable, the last two sets have zero fi-measure by the inductive hypothesis. Hence nE n (nE + y) itself has zero /t-measure, which completes the proof.
Let F be a subset of G, p E Z, and n a natural number. We define p X F = [px: x E E), £(0) = {0}, and E(n) = U(/», X £ + • • • + pn X F), where the union is taken over all (/»,, ...,/»") G Z". Notice that if # c C7 is a compact set with positive Haar measure, then there exists an absolutely continuous measure /x G A7+(G) such that ii"(A') > 0 for all n > 1. Thus the following theorem is a generalization of a result of Graham [1] . Theorem 3. Suppose that E c G is an independent set, that F g G is an arbitrary set with Card F < the cardinality of the continuum, and that Ml, ..., /V rWi G MC+(G). Then we have (ii, * • • • * /i,B * Lt"+1)(Ar) = 0 /or eue/y compact set K in F + E(n).
To prove this, we need the following.
Proposition
2. Suppose that E G G is an independent set, and that Xx, . . . , Xn, Xn+X c G are uncountable sets. Then 2Z"jt\Xj <Z-F + Ein) for any set F c G with Card F < min{Card Xy. 1 < / < n + 1}.
Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that this is false for some F as above: (1) *,+ ■•• +*n + X"+1cF+F(Ai).
Without loss of generality, we may assume that ai is the least one of all such natural numbers, and that every X, contains 0 G G. Notice that the latter assumption implies 2ZJ¥skXj c "2"lxXj for all I < k < n + 1, and that (1) cannot happen if ai = 0. Let c' = min{Card Xy. 1 < j < n + 1}, and let c be the least ordinal such that the set A = {I, 2, . . . , a, a + 1, . . . } of all ordinals less than c has cardinal equal to c'. Let also B he the product space A X {I, 2, ...,« + 1} with the lexicographic order. We choose an element w(a,/) G 2^¡=jkjX¡ for each (a,/) G B as follows. For (a,/) = (1, 1), w(l, 1) may be an arbitrary element of S^A',.
Suppose that the elements wia,j) E S^Jf,, (a,/) < (¿>, /c), have been defined for some (b, k) E B. Then we can write by (1) n (2) w{a,j) = y{a,j) + £ />,(a,/K(a,/), i = i where yia,j) G F, p¡ia,j) E Z, and xtia,j) E E for ail (a,/) < (è, k) and 1 < /' < ai. Let Fib, k) denote Gp({x,(a,/): 1 < i < ai, (a,/) < (¿>, k)}), and notice that Card(F + F{b, k)) < c', since c' is an uncountable cardinal larger than Card F. It follows from the minimality of ai that the set Y,¡^kX¡ contains an element w(è, k) such that
This completes our transfinite induction. Now (3) implies that the elements x¡ia,j) (1 < i < ai, 1 < a < c, 1 < / < ai + 1) are different and that (4) PiiaJfoiaJ) * 0 (4) for all 1 < /' < n, 1 < a < c, and 1 < / < ai + 1. Moreover, there exist yy S F (1 < / < n + 1) such that the set A}■ = {a E A: a > l,yia,j) = yy) has infinite cardinal larger than Card F, because Card A = c' > Card F.
Then a, G Ax, . . . , an+l E An+X imply
by (2) , and the sum in the right-hand side of (5) belongs to the set '2,jtl'2.¡^jX¡ = n(Zj*¡Xj). Since the last set is contained in ai(F + F(ai)) = aiF + F(ai2) by (1), it follows that there exists^ = yiax, . . . , an + x) G aiF such that (6) y0 + "î tpfoMiaffiey + Ein2), j-ii-i where y0 = S"= \y'■. Since each A-has infinite cardinal larger than Card F, there must be distinct elements ax, bv . . . , an+x, bn+x in A such that ay, b, E Aj for all j and such that yiax, . . . , an+x) = yibx, . . . , bn+x). But then we have by (6) 2 {2 Piiaj,j)x¡iaj,j) -2 aOW)*í(V)) G Ei2"2ĵ V i í J which contradicts the independence of F by (4) (notice that the elements x,(a,/), a > 1, are distinct).
To prove Theorem 3, we need the fact that Proposition 1 holds for more than two factors: if Xx, . . . , Xn are n locally compact spaces, and if F is a Borel subset of their product space such that ipx X • • • X ¡i")iE) > 0 for some /t, G Mc+iXx), . . . , tiB G Mc+iXn), then there exist compact perfect sets KjCXj (1 < j < n) such that Kx X • • ■ X Kn g E. This can be proved along the same lines as Proposition 1. Therefore Theorem 3 follows from Proposition 2 and the well-known fact that every compact perfect set has cardinal larger than or equal to the cardinality of the continuum. We omit the details.
